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Abstract
We study recurrence and periodicity in in#nite words by using local conditions. In particular,
we give a characterization of recurrent, periodic and eventually periodic in#nite words in terms
of local periods. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The study of periodicity is a central topic in the combinatorics on words and presents
some important applications in algebra, in formal language theory and in string search-
ing algorithms.
M.P. Schutzenberger wrote in [12]: “Periodicity is an important property of words
that is often used in applications of combinatorics on words. The main result concerning
it are the theorem of Fine and Wilf and the Critical Factorization Theorem: : :”.
The Critical Factorization Theorem is a theorem that relates local periods to the
global period of a #nite word.
Among the applications of the Critical Factorization Theorem we just recall a famous
string matching algorithm (cf. [2]).
The search for connections between “local” and “global” regularities of some objects
is present in several #elds of Mathematics, Physics and Computer Science (cf. for
instance [1, 17, 19, 20, 12, Chapter 8; 4–7, 13, Chapter 8, 11]).
In this paper we characterize recurrent, periodic and eventually periodic in#nite words
in terms of local periods, where the de#nition of local period is the same as that of
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the one used in the Critical Factorization Theorem. Indeed the Critical Factorization
Theorem will be one of the main tools used to acheive this result.
A similar characterization has been given in [16] settling an open question of
J. Shallit, by using a diEerent de#nition of local periodicity.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we introduce some notations
and some basic results. In Section 3 we give the de#nition of local periods and we give
a new proof of the Critical Factorization Theorem. The main results of the paper are
given in Section 4. In Section 5 we give a new characterization of eventually periodic
on-sided in#nite words.
2. Preliminaries
Let us start with some basic de#nitions.
Let w= a1a2 · · · an be a word of length n over the alphabet A. Any word of the
form ai · · · aj with 16i6j6n is said to be a factor or a block of w.
A positive integer p is a period of w if for any integer i; 16i6n−p ai+p= ai. It is
easy to see that p is a period of w if and only if for any integers i; j; 16i; j6n i≡ j
(modp) implies ai = aj. The smallest period p of w is called the period of w and it
is denoted by p(w).
From the de#nition it follows that, if v is a factor of w, then p(v)6p(w).
The positive rational number |w|=p(w) is called the order of w and it is denoted
by ord(w). If u is the pre#x of length p(w) of w, we can write w= u where
= ord(w), and we say that w is a rational power of u. Remark that a rational power
u is de#ned only if |u| is an integer. For instance, p(abaaba)= 3; ord(abaaba)= 2
and the word abaaba can be uniquely written abaaba=(aba)2. As another example,
p(ababaaba)= 5; ord(ababaaba)= 1:6 and the word ababaaba can be written in a
unique way as ababaaba=(ababa)1:6.
A word v that is both a pre#x and a suIx of another word w, with v =w, is called
a border of w. It is easy to see that |w| − |v| is a period of w and, conversely, if
p6|w| is a period of w then the pre#x v of w of length |w| − p is a border of w.
The empty string  is a border of any string w. If there exists a nonempty border v of
w then w is called bordered otherwise it is called unbordered.
It is easy to verify that a word is unbordered if and only if ord(w)= 1, or, equiva-
lently, if and only if |w|=p(w).
We now state three lemmas that will be often used in the sequel.
Lemma 1. Let w be a word having two periods p and q; with q¡p6|w|. Then the
su:x and the pre'x of w of length |w| − q have both period p− q.
Proof. We prove only that the pre#x of w of length |w| − q has period p − q, the
proof for the suIx beeing analogous.
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Since |w| − q¿p− q, we have to prove that
ai+p−q = ai; i = 1; : : : ; n− p:
Let i be such that, 16i6n − p. Thus, 16i + p − q6n − q. Since w has period p,
one has that ai = ai+p. Since w has period q and 16i + p − q6n − q, one has that
ai+p−q = ai+p.
Lemma 2. Let u; v; w be words such that uv and vw have period p and |v|¿p. Then
the word uvw has period p.
Proof. Let uvw= a1 · · · an; u= a1 · · · al; v= al+1 · · · aj; w= aj+1 · · · an. By hypoth-
esis j − l¿p. Let i be an integer 16i6n − p. We have to prove that ai = ai+p.
If i6j − p, since uv has period p, ai = ai+p. If i¿j − p, since j − l¿p; i¿l + 1.
Since vw has period p; ai = ai+p.
Lemma 3. Suppose that w has period q and that there exists a factor v of w with
|v|¿q that has period r; where r divides q. Then w has period r.
Proof. Let w= a1 · · · an and let v= ah · · · ak with i6h¡k6n and k − h+ 1¿q.
Let us suppose that i≡ j (mod r). We have to prove that ai = aj. Since, by hypothesis
k−h+1¿q, for any integers i; j there exist i′; j′ with h6i′; j′6k such that i≡ i′ (mod q)
and j≡ j′ (mod q).
Since i≡ j (mod r) and since r divides q; i′≡ j′ (mod r).
Word w has period q and, so, ai = ai′ and aj = aj′ . Word v has period r and, so,
ai′ = aj′ and the lemma is proved.
An important result on periodicity, which will be used in the sequel, is the Theorem
of Fine and Wilf (cf. [9],[10]).
Theorem 1 (Fine and Wilf [19]). Let w be a word having periods p and q; with
q6p. If |w|¿p+ q− gcd(p; q); then w has also period gcd(p; q).
3. Local versus global periodicities
In this section we introduce a notion of local period in terms of repetitions. In the
general case, cf. [13, Chapter 8], the order of a repetition occurring in a word w can
be an arbitrary rational number . Moreover the repetition is in general referred to
as “point” of the word w and it is important to consider the relative positions of the
repetitions and that of the point of the word w at which the repetition is detected.
The main results of this paper refer to central repetitions of order 2. Similar results,
which take into account repetitions that are not central and have order diEerent from 2,
can be found in [16] (cf. also [13, Chapter 8]).
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In order to give the formal de#nitions, we #rst introduce the notion of pointed word.
This is the appropriate notion to de#ne local properties of a word.
Let w= a1a2 · · · an be a word over the alphabet A. A pointed word is a pair (a1 · · · ai;
ai+1 · · · an); 16i¡n. The pointed word is also denoted by (w; i) and we refer to (w; i)
as the word w at the point (or the position) i.
Let (x; y) be a pair of words. The pair (x; y) matches the pointed word (w; i), or
simply matches the word w at the point i, if
A∗x ∩ A∗a1 · · · ai = ∅
and
yA∗ ∩ ai+1 · · · anA∗ = ∅:
Remark that the word z= xy is not in general a factor of the word w and that the pair
(x; y) speci#es the relative position of the word z and the point i.
A word w contains a repetition of order  having as center the point (or position)
i, or shortly a central repetition of order  at the point i, if there exists a non empty
word z of order ord(z)=  and a factorization z= xy, with |x|= |y|, such that the pair
(x; y) matches w at the point i. This means that the point i is central with respect to
the repetition z. The word z is called a central repetition of (w; i) and must have even
length. This central repetition is proper (or internal) if x is a suIx of a1 · · · ai and y
is a pre#x of ai+1 · · · an. It is left external if a1 · · · ai is a proper suIx of x. It is right
external if ai+1 · · · an is a proper pre#x of y.
Central repetitions of order 2 play an important role in this theory. By de#nition, a
central repetition of order 2 at the point i of w is a word z of the form z= x2 such
that the pair (x; x) matches w at the point i. We say that w has a square having its
center in the position i.
Example 1. Given the word
w = abaababaabaaba
the pointed word (w; 8) is the pair
(abaababa; abaaba):
The pair (aba; aba) matches the pointed word (w; 8) and, so, the word abaaba is a
central repetition of w at the point 8. It has order 2 and period 3. In the point 8 of w
there is another central repetition of order 2, or a square having its center in it. It is
the word aa and it has period 1. Both these repetitions are proper. The pointed word
(w; 7) is the pair
(abaabab; aabaaba):
The word aabaababaabaabab is a central repetition of (w; 7) of order 2 and period 8.
It is both left and right external. Since the pair (abab; aaba) matches w at the point 7,
the word ababaaba is a proper central repetition of (w; 7) of order 1:6 and period 5.
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As shown in the previous example a word can have at a given point diEerent central
repetitions of same order. We are interested, for a given order, to detect the central
repetition of minimal period. This leads to the notion of minimal central repetition and
of central local period.
For any real ¿1; c(w; i) denotes the central local period (of order ) of the
pointed word (w; i), de#ned by
c(w; i)= min{p(z) | z is a central repetition of (w; i) of order ¿}:
The central repetition z of (w; i) such that p(z)= c(w; i) is called the minimal central
repetition (of order ) of w at the point i.
It is immediate to verify that, if ¡, then c(w; i)6c(w; i) and that for any  and
any i¿1; c(w; i)6p(w).
In the special case =2 one has that
c2(w; i)= min{|x| | x =  and x2 is a square having its center in the position i}:
Example 2.
w= abaababaabaaba
a b a a b a b a a b a a b a
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
c2(w; i) 2 3 1 5 2 2 8 1 3 3 1 3 2
c1:6(w; i) 2 3 1 5 2 2 5 1 3 3 1 3 2
We denote by P(w) the maximum of the central local periods (of order ) of w:
P(w) = max{c(w; i) | 16i ¡ |w|}:
A point (or position) i is critical if c(w; i)=P(w). We denote by C(w) the set of
critical points of w:
C(w) = {i | 16i ¡ |w| and c(w; i) = P(w)}:
We denote further by Z(w) and S(w) the minimum and the maximum, respectively,
of the critical, points:
Z(w) = minC(w);
S(w) = maxC(w):
Example 2 (continued). For w= abaababaabaaba,
P2(w)= 8; C2(w)= {7}; Z2(w)= S2(w)= 7,
P1:6(w)= 5; C1:6(w)= {4; 7}; Z1:6(w)= 4; S1:6(w)= 7.
Remark that the notion of critical point introduced in this paper slightly diEers from
that used in the literature (cf. [12]), where a critical point i usually denotes a position
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where the local period of order 2, c2(w; i), is equal to the global period p(w). The
diEerence is motivated by the fact that we here take in account also repetitions of an
arbitrary order ¿1.
It is easy to verify that c(w; i)6p(w) for ¿1 and i=1; : : : ; |w|−1, i.e. the central
local periods are smaller than or equal to the period. On the other hand, if  is
suIciently large, i.e. ¿2|w|, it is possible to prove that c(w; i)=p(w) for all i, as
stated in particular in next proposition.
Proposition 1. Let k = 
=2. If the period of w is smaller than or equal to k then
in every position i, one has c(w; i)=p(w). Hence; if ¿2|w| then every position is
critical of order .
Proof. Let i; 16i¡|w| be a position in w. If the central repetition of order  at
the point i is both left and right external then c(w; i) is also a period of w and,
consequently, p(w)6c(w; i) and, by previous remark, the thesis follows.
Suppose now that the central repetition of order  at the point i is either left or right
internal or both. Suppose that it is left internal. We claim that c(w; i) divides p(w).
Indeed if c(w; i)= 1 there is nothing to prove. Suppose that c(w; i)¿1. In this case the
part v of the central repetition of order  at the point i that is at the left of point i has
length, by hypothesis, ¿2p(w). Factor v has period p(w) and c(w; i). We can apply
the Theorem of Fine and Wilf and obtain that it has period d=gcd(p(w); c(w; i)). But
d cannot properly divide c(w; i)) by the minimality of c(w; i)). Hence d= c(w; i))
and the claim is proved. We can now apply Lemma 3 and obtain that c(w; i) is also
a period of w and, consequently, p(w)6c(w; i) and, by previous remark, the thesis
follows.
The Critical Factorization Theorem in particular states that for =2 there exists at
least a point such that the central local period detected at this point coincides with
the (global) period of the word, i.e. there exists an integer j; 16j¡|w|, such that
c2(w; j)=p(w).
An important step in the proof of the Critical Factorization Theorem is the following
proposition.
Proposition 2. If z= x2 is the square of minimal length having its center in position
j of w; 16j¡|w|; then x is unbordered.
Proof. If there exists a nonempty border t of x, i.e. t is both pre#x and suIx of x,
then t2 is a square having its center in the position j of w that is shorter than x2,
contradicting the de#nition of x.
Theorem 2 (Critical Factorization Theorem). Let w be a word having length |w|¿2.
In every sequence of l¿max(1; p(w)− 1) consecutive positions there is a critical
one and; moreover; P2(w)=p(w).
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Proof. The proof is by induction on P2(w).
Suppose that P2(w)= 1. Since for all natural number i; 16i¡|w|; c2(w; i)= 1, then
ai = ai+1. If a= a1 and n= |w|, then w is of the form w= an; p(w)= 1=P2(w) and
all positions are critical.
Let us suppose that the statement of the proposition holds true for all words w′ such
that P2(w′)6k − 1; k¿1.
Let w be a word having P2(w)= k
We prove the following properties:
(i) If j is a critical position and j+ 1; : : : ; j+ l are not critical then P2(w)¿l+ 1.
(ii) If j is a critical position and j− l; : : : ; j− 1 are not critical then P2(w)¿l+ 1.
(iii) Every sequence of at least P2(w) − 1 consecutive positions contains a critical
one.
(iv) p(w)=P2(w).
In order to prove (i) let us consider the word u= aj+1 · · · aj+laj+l+1. Since any central
repetition at point j + i of w is a repetition having its center at point i of u one has
c2(u; i)6c2(w; j + i) i = 1; : : : ; l:
Since no position j + i of w, with i=1; : : : ; l, is a critical position, one has that
c2(u; j + i) ¡ k i = 1; : : : ; l:
As a consequence, c2(u; i)¡k for i=1; : : : ; l, and then P2(u)¡k. By inductive hypoth-
esis p(u)=P2(u)¡k.
Let z= x2 be the square of minimal length having its center at position j of w. Since
by hypothesis position j is critical, one has that c2(w; j)=P2(w)= k, and |x|= k.
By Proposition 2 the word x is unbordered. If x is a pre#x of the word u=aj+1· · ·
aj+laj+l+1 then p(x)6p(u)¡k, that is a contradiction. Hence, u is a proper pre#x of
x and, consequently, P2(w)= k = |x|¿|u|= l+ 1.
The proof of (ii) is analogous by taking u= aj−l · · · aj−1.
Property (iii) is an immediate consequence of properties (i) and (ii).
Let us now prove property (iv).
Let us recall that for any position j of w one has c2(w; j)6p(w), and, so, P2(w)
6p(w).
Let i be a position such that 16i¡i + P2(w)6|w|. By property (iii) there exists a
critical position j in the set {i; : : : ; i+P2(w)−1}. There exists then a square x2 having
its center at position j with |x|=P2(w). Note that ai · · · ai+P2(w) is a factor of x2, and,
consequently, ai = ai+P2(w). Therefore, P2(w) is a period of w and then P2(w)¿p(w).
It follows that P2(w)=p(w).
The statement of the theorem is a consequence of previous properties.
Corollary 1. Let w be a word of length |w|¿2 and p(w)¿1. We have that Z2(w)¡
P2(w); i.e.; the central repetition at point Z2(w) is left external. We have also that
|w| − P2(w)¡S2(w); i.e.; the central repetition at point S2(w) is right external.
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Corollary 2. Let w= a1 · · · an; be a word of length n. Given i; j; 16i¡j¡n, if
c2(w; h)¡c2(w; j) for any h such that i6h¡j; then c2(w; j)¿j − i + 1.
Proof. Let v= ai · · · aj; c2(v; h)6c2(w; h)¡c2(w; j) for i6h¡j. According to
Theorem 2 we have that p(v)¡c2(w; j).
Let u2 be the square of length 2c2(w; j) having its center at position j of w.
According to Proposition 2, u is an unbordered word. Hence u cannot be a suIx
of v longer than p(v). Therefore v is a proper suIx of u and |u|= c2(w; j)¿j− i+1.
In Example 2, P2(w) is, according to the theorem, exactly the period of w. More-
over, the unique critical point of w is 7 and it satis#es the conditions of Theorem 2.
The same example shows that the theorem does not hold true for =1:6. Indeed
P1:6(w)= 5 =p(w)= 8. The following example shows that the value =2 is tight.
Example 3. For any real number ¿0, consider the word ym= bam−1bamb, with m
a positive integer such that 2m=(m + 1)¿2 − . The unique critical point of order
2 is the point m + 1, corresponding to the pair (bam−1b; amb). The minimal central
repetition of order 2 at such a point is the word ambam−1bambam−1b, which has period
2m+1, according to the Critical Factorization Theorem. However, the minimal central
repetition of order 2 −  at the same point is the word u= am−1bam. Indeed, u has
period m + 1 and order 2m=(m + 1)¿2 − . It is easy to verify that such a point is
also a critical point of order 2− , and then
P2−(bam−1bamb) = m+ 1 = p(bam−1bamb) = 2m+ 1:
Indeed, the word ambambam; m¿1, has period m+1 and exactly four critical points,
m;m + 1; 2m + 1 and 2m + 2, corresponding to the pairs (am; bambam), (amb; ambam),
(ambam; bam) and (ambamb; am), respectively.
4. Recurrent and periodic in#nite words
In this section we will consider applications of the results of previous section to the
case of one-sided and two-sided in#nite words.
One-sided in#nite words are written as x= x0x1; : : : ; xi ∈A, where the index of the
#rst letter of x is zero.
Two-sided in#nite words are written as x= · · · x−1x0x1; : : : ; xi ∈A, and non positive
positions naturally occurs in this case.
In the sequel, for “in#nite words” without specifying, we will mean one-sided in#nite
word.
A one-sided in#nite word x= x0x1 · · ·, is periodic if there exists a positive integer p
such that xi = xi+p, for all i∈N. The smallest p satisfying previous condition is called
the period of x.
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A one-sided in#nite word x= x0x1; : : : ; is eventually periodic if there exist two pos-
itive integers k, p such that xi = xi+p, for all i¿k. An in#nite word is aperiodic if it
is not eventually periodic.
A one-sided in#nite word x is recurrent if any factor occurring in x has an in#nite
number of occurrences.
Remark that a one-sided in#nite word is periodic if and only if it is recurrent and
eventually periodic.
A two-sided in#nite word x= · · · x−1x0x1 · · · is periodic if there exists a positive
integer p such that xi = xi+p, for all i∈Z. The smallest p satisfying previous condition
is called the period of x.
Concerning the notion of local period, the de#nitions of previous sections extend to
one-sided and two-sided in#nite words but there are some natural diEerences.
In the case of one-sided in#nite words, for any order , there could exist integers j
such that there are no central repetitions of order  at position j. In this case the value
of c(x; j) is +∞.
Remark further that any central repetition cannot be right external.
As an example consider the one-sided word x= x0x1x2x3 · · · with xi ∈{a; b} de#ned
by x0 = a and for any i¿1, xi = b (i.e. x= abbbbbbbb · · ·). At the position 0 of x, for
any ¿1 there exists no central repetition of order , and, consequently, c(x; 0)=+∞.
A more sophisticated example is the following one.
Example 4. Let f be the in#nite word of Fibonacci, that is the limit of the se-
quence fn, n¿0, n∈N, of Fibonacci words de#ned inductively as f1 = a, f2 = ab
and fn+1 =fnfn−1 for n¿2. One has
f = abaababaabaababaababaabaababaabaababaababaabaababaababa · · · :
For any position j, c2(f; j) is #nite and the square of minimal length having its center
in position j is external if and only if j=Fn − 2 for some Fibonacci number Fn as
proved in next proposition.
Proposition 3. In the in'nite word of Fibonacci f; there exists a square having its
center in any position and the square of minimal length having its center in position
j is external if and only if j=Fn−2 for some Fibonacci number Fn. Moreover; when
j=Fn − 2; the minimal length c2(f; j) of a square having its center in position j
is Fn.
Proof. Recall that if Fn, n∈N, is the sequence of Fibonacci numbers de#ned by F0 = 1,
F1 = 1, Fn+1 =Fn + Fn−1 for n¿1, one has that |fn|=Fn for any n¿0.
We will prove that for any n¿2 and for any position j6Fn − 2 one has that there
exists a square having its center in j and the square of minimal length having its center
in position j is external if and only if j=Fk − 2 for some Fibonacci number Fk , k6n.
Moreover, when j=Fk − 2, the value of c2(f; j) is Fk .
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The proof of this is by the induction on n. The base of the induction is easily veri#ed
for n=2; 3.
Let us suppose previous statement is true for n¿3 and let us prove it for n+1. By
inductive hypothesis the statement is true for any j up to Fn − 2.
We have that fn+1fn+1 is a pre#x of f and fn+1 =fnfn−1 =fn−1fn−2fn−2fn−3.
Hence, fn−2; fn−2 matches position Fn−1. Moreover, since fn−2 is a pre#x of fn−3fn+1,
then in any position j, Fn− 16j6Fn +Fn−2 one has that there is a repetition of order
2 of length 2Fn−2 centred in position j, i.e. c2(f; j)6Fn−2.
Let us consider now j such that Fn+Fn−26j6Fn+Fn−1−2=Fn+1−2. These positions
belong to the occurrence of fn−1 of the pre#x fn+1fn+1 =fnfn−1fn+1 of f. Since
fn−1fn−1 is also a pre#x of f and fnfn−1fn−1 a pre#x of fnfn−1fn+1, the inductive
hypothesis give us the information that in any position j with Fn + Fn−26j6Fn+1 − 2
there exists an internal square having its center in j, with the exceptions of the position
j=Fn + Fn−1 − 2=Fn+1 − 2. Moreover, again by inductive hypothesis, we know that
in both positions there is “almost” a square centred in it. More precisely there would
be a square if the (j + 1)th letter of f, would be equal to the (j − Fn−1 + 1)th letter
of f. And it is not diIcult to prove that it is false. By inductive hypothesis there is
no centred square in j of length 62Fn−1. If there was an internal centred square, by a
result in [18], it must have as length a #bonacci number, i.e Fn, because Fn+1¿j + 1.
But again it is not diIcult to prove that the (j + 1)th letter of f is diEerent from
the (j − Fn + 1)th letter of f, and, so, in j=Fn+1 − 2 there are no internal centred
squares. But, since fn+1fn+1 is a pre#x of f, it is easy to see that c2(f; j)=Fn+1, and
this concludes the proof.
Also in the case of two-sided in#nite words, “a fortiori” there could exist integers j
such that there are no central repetitions of order  at position j, i.e. c(x; j)=+∞.
However, in the case of two-sided in#nite words all the central repetitions at every
position j such that c(x; j) is #nite, are internal. As an example consider the two-
sided in#nite word y= · · ·y−2y−1y0y1y2y3 · · · with yi ∈{a; b} de#ned by y0 = a and
for any i = 0, yi = b (i.e. y= · · · bbbbabbbb · · · ). At the position 0 and at the position
−1 of y, for any ¿1 there exist no central repetition of order  and for all other
position there exists a square having its center in it.
The following proposition is an easy consequence of Lemma 3 and its proof is left
to the reader.
Proposition 4. Suppose that w is an in'nite word that has period q and that there
exists a factor v of w with |v|¿q that has period d; where d divides q. Then w has
period d.
The periodicity of an in#nite word x strongly depends on the fact that the sequence
c(x; j) of local periods is bounded or not. Let
M(x) = sup{c(x; j) | j ∈ N}:
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The following theorem is a consequence of the Critical Factorization Theorem.
Theorem 3. An in'nite word x is periodic if and only if M2(x) is 'nite. Moreover;
the period of x is equal to M2(x).
Proof. If x is periodic then trivially in any position there exists a square having its
center in it and the sequence of local periods (c2(x; i))i∈N is bounded by the period
P of x, i.e. M2(x)6P. If M2(x)¡P then take a factor v of length 2P of x. Clearly,
P is a period of v and P2(v)6M2(x)¡P. By the Critical Factorization Theorem P2(v)
is a period of v and P2(v)¡P. By the Theorem of Fine and Wilf v has also period
d=gcd(P; P2(v))¡P. Since d divides P, by Proposition 4, d is also a period of x,
contradicting the minimality of P.
Let us prove the “if” part of the proposition. Let Z be a position where the se-
quence (c2(x; i))i∈N reach its maximum M2(x). We have to prove that for any i∈N
xi = xi+M2(x). Take the factor v= xr · · · xs of x where
r = min{i; Z −M2(x)} and s= max{i +M2(x); Z +M2(x)}:
In previous de#nition, in the case of one-sided in#nite words, if r¡0 we consider v
de#ned as v= x0 · · · xs.
It is easy to see that position Z is also a critical position for v and its central
local period is again M2(x). This implies that M2(x)=P2(v). Hence, by the Critical
Factorization Theorem, p(v)=P2(v)=M2(x) and, so, xi = xi+M2(x).
The proof of the following theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3 and it
is left to the reader.
Theorem 4. A two-sided in'nite word x is periodic if and only if M2(x) is 'nite.
Moreover; the period of x is equal to M2(x).
In the Theorem 3 the constant 2 is tight. Indeed, for any ¿0, we can construct one-
and two-sided in#nite words that are nonperiodic and in any position have a central
repetition of order 2− , as shown in the next example.
Example 5. For any ¿0 let m be a positive integer such that for any n¿m, ¿2=n.
Let vn be the #nite word de#ned by vn= an
2
bn, and let ym the in#nite word obtained
concatenating vm; vm+1; vm+2; : : : :
In any position of ym there is a central repetition of order 2−. Indeed, if the square
aa or the square bb are not central in position j then either j is a position between
the concatenation of vn and vn+1 for some n or j is the position between the sequence
of a’s and b’s inside a word vn for some n.
In the #rst case the pair (an
2−nbn; an
2
) matches position j and in the second case the
pair (bn−1an
2
; bnan
2−1) matches position j. Both an
2−nbnan
2
and bn−1an
2
bnan
2−1 have
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period n2 +n. The #rst has length 2n2 and the second 2n2 +2n−2¿2n2. In both cases
the order  of this repetition is greater than or equal to
2n2
n2 + n
=
2n
n+ 1
=2− 2
n+ 1
¿2− :
One can de#ne a two-sided in#nite word xm= · · · x−1x0x1 · · · starting from the pre-
viously de#ned one-sided in#nite word ym=y0y1 · · · by the rule xi =y|i|. It is easy to
check that also in any position of x there is a central repetition of order 2− .
Recall that a one-sided in#nite word x is said to be recurrent if any factor occurring
in x has an in#nite number of occurrences. We have that x is recurrent if and only if
any pre#x of x has a second occurrence in x.
Theorem 5. Let x be a one-sided in'nite word. If x is recurrent then in any position
there is a central repetition of order ; for any  such that 1¡62. Conversely;
for any ¿2; if in any position there is a central repetition of order ; then x is
recurrent. In particular; x is recurrent if and only if in any position there is a central
repetition of order 2.
Proof. Let us suppose that x is recurrent. If we prove that in every position j there
exists a square having its center in it then, a fortiori, there is a central repetition of
order  for any ¡2. Let k¿0 be the position where the pre#x x0 · · · xj occurs for the
second time, i.e. x0 · · · xj = xk · · · xk+j. If we set v= xj+1 · · · xk+j then it is not diIcult
to see that (v; v) matches position j and, so, z= v2 is a square having its center in
position j.
Suppose now that in every position of x there exists a central repetition of order
¿2. In particular, in every position of x there exists a square having its center in it.
If the sequence of central local periods is bounded then, by Theorem 3, x is periodic
and, so, recurrent. If the sequence of central local periods is not bounded then there
exists a sequence (ji)i∈N of positions such that for any i, c2(x; ji)¿c2(x; h) for any
h¡ji. For any i consider the #nite word v= x0 · · · xji+c2(x;ji). It is not diIcult to prove
that position ji is the least critical position for v and its central local period is again
c2(x; ji), i.e. ji =Z2(v) and c2(x; ji)= c2(v; ji). By Corollary 1 the minimal square z= u2
having its center in ji is left external in v. This means that the pre#x x0 · · · xji is a
suIx of u and then it is also suIx of x0 · · · xji+c2(x;ji), i.e. the pre#x x0 · · · xji occurs a
second time in x. Since the sequence (ji)i∈N of positions is an increasing sequence, we
found a sequence of pre#xes of x of increasing length that have a second occurrence
in x. This fact easily implies that any pre#x of x has a second occurrence, i.e. x is
recurrent.
The number 2 is tight in both directions of previous proposition. For any ¿0 it
is known that there exists a one-sided recurrent in#nite word x that is (1 + )-power
free (cf. [16, 3]). For ¿2+2, the word x has no central repetition of order  in any
position.
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Conversely, for #xed m, the word y= ambaaaaa · · ·, i.e. the word y=y0y1 · · · with
yi = a if i = m and ym= b has in every position a central repetition of order 2− (1=m)
and it is not recurrent.
For two-way in#nite words there are no similar characterizations. Any recurrent
two-sided square-free in#nite word has obviously no square having its center in any
position. Notice that in a square-free recurrent one-sided in#nite word, in any position
the minimal central repetition of order 2 exists (according to Theorem 5) and it must
be left external.
5. Eventually periodic in#nite words
In this section we give a new characterization of eventually periodic one-sided in#nite
words.
This characterization property is similar to the characterization property of one-
sided recurrent in#nite words described in Theorem 5. Now we require something less
(at any “large enough” position j there is a central repetition of order 2) and something
more (the minimal central repetition of order 2 at position j is internal if j is “large
enough”).
Remark further that here we do not explicitly require, as in Theorem 3, that the
sequence c2(x; j); j∈N, is bounded. This condition is actually obtained (cf. Lemma 4
below) as a consequence of the existence of an internal repetition for any large enough
position j.
Theorem 6. A one-sided in'nite word x= x0x1x2 · · · is eventually periodic if and only
if there exists a number k such that for any j¿k there exists a su:x of x0 · · · xj that
is also a pre'x xj+1xj+2 · · · ; i.e. at any position j¿k there exists a proper central
repetition of order 2.
The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 4. If there exists a number k such that in any position j¿k there exists a
proper central repetition of order 2; then the sequence of local periods (c2(x; j))j¿k
is bounded.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Let us suppose that the sequence of central local
periods at positions j¿k is not bounded. By hypothesis (j−c2(x; j))¿0 for any j¿k.
Let j1 be such that (j1− c2(x; j1)) assumes the minimal value between all j¿k and
let j2 be the least position greater than j1 such that c2(x; j2)¿c2(x; j1).
Consider the word v= xj1−c2(x; j1)+1xj1−c2(x−j1)+2 · · · xj2+c2(x−j2).
In the sequel of this proof, for simplicity, with abuse of notation, we will denote
by t the position t − (j1 − c2(x; j1)) of v.
It is easy to verify that c2(x; j1)= c2(v; j1).
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Remark also that the minimal square having its center in position j2 of v is not right
external.
This square cannot be left external by the minimality of j1 and the fact that, for any
position t of v, c2(x; t)¿c2(v; t).
Since this square is not left external then c2(v; j2)= c2(x; j2)¿c2(x; j1)¿c2(v; j1).
Since for any position t of v, c2(x; t)¿c2(v; t), and since j2 is the least position
greater than j1 such that c2(x; j2)¿c2(x; j1)= c2(v; j1), one has that for any position t
of v with j16t¡j2, c2(v; t)6c2(v; j1). If j1 − c2(x; j1) + 16t¡j1, we also have, by
construction of v, that c2(v; t)6c2(v; j1).
By Corollary 2, c2(v; j2)¿j2−(j1−c2(x; j1)+1)+1, i.e. j2−c2(v; j2)¡j1−c2(x; j1),
contradicting the minimality of j1.
Proof of Theorem 6. If x is eventually periodic then we can write x=wy, where y is
a one-sided in#nite word that is periodic with period P. Hence, if we set k = |w|+ P,
it is easy to check that at any position j¿k of x there exists a central repetition of
order 2 that is internal.
Let us prove the “if” part. Let us write x= uy, where |u|= k. Let us consider a
position i of y and the corresponding position i + k of x. Since y is a suIx of
x one has that in any position i¿0 there exists a central repetition of order 2 and
c2(y; i)6c2(x; i + k). Hence, by Lemma 4 the sequence of local periods (c2(y; i))i∈N
is bounded and, by Theorem 3, y is periodic.
By the fact that an in#nite word is periodic if and only if it is recurrent and eventually
periodic, and by Theorem 5, one has
Corollary 3. A one-sided in'nite word x is periodic if and only if at any position
there is a central repetition of order 2 and this repetition is external only for 'nitely
many positions.
Remark 1. Notice that, in previous theorem; one cannot bound the period of y as
function of k; as shown by the one-sided in#nite word yn= banbanban · · · where n is
any positive natural number. In this word the number k is 2 and this word has period n.
Example 5 (continued). The word y1 previously de#ned with m=1 shows that the
number 2 is tight in Lemma 4. Indeed for any  it is easy to see that there exists a
constant k() such that at any position j¿k() there exists a central repetition of order
2− , but the sequence of local periods at positions j¿k() is not bounded.
Same word y1 show also that the constant 2 is tight in Theorem 6, because y1 is
not eventually periodic.
A more sophisticated example, showing that the constant 2 is tight in Theorem 6,
is given by the in#nite word of Fibonacci f de#ned in Example 4. The word f
is not eventually periodic but it is possible to prove, with same techniques used in
Proposition 3, that for any  there exists a constant k() such that at any position
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j¿k() there exists a central repetition of order 2− , and that the sequence of local
periods at positions j¿k() is bounded.
An analogous of Theorem 6 does not hold for two-sided in#nite words, as shown
by the next example.
Example 6. For any ¿1 one can construct a non periodic two-sided in#nite word
x = · · · x−1x0x1 · · · such that at any position there exists a central repetition of order .
Let us consider the sequence of all integer numbers
0;−1; 1;−2; 2;−3; 3; : : :− i; i; : : : :
Our construction inductively determines letters in the word x in order to have a
central repetition at position nj, where nj =(−1)j
(j=2) is the jth element of previous
sequence.
Firstly let k = 
(=2) be the smallest integer greater than or equal to =2 and set
x−k = x−k+1 = · · · = x0 = x1 = · · · = xk−1 = a and xk = b.
By construction at position 0 there is a central repetition of order .
Suppose that we have #xed letters from position sj up to position tj such that at
all positions n0; : : : nj there exists a central repetition of order  that is internal to the
word xsj · · · xtj . Since position nj+1 is adjacent to position nj−1 then sj6nj+16tj.
Let us denote u= xsj xsj+1 · · · xnj+1 and v= xnj+1+1 · · · xtj .
Let us suppose that w= uv has period P and that a is the letter such that wa has
period strictly greater than P. Set xtj+1 = a.
Let us now assign letters from the position sj+1 = nj+1 − k|vau| to the position
tj+1 = nj+1 + 1 + k|vau| so that
(vau)k = xsj+1xsj+1+1 · · · xnj+1 and (vau)k = xnj+1+1 · · · xtj+1 :
Notice that this assigment is compatible with the previous assigment and that at
position nj+1 there exists a central repetition of order . Notice further that, since
xsj+1xsj+1+1 · · · xtj+1 has wa as factor, its period is strictly greater than the period P
of w. Using this property it is not diIcult to prove that the in#nite word x is non
periodic.
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